The use of randomized response procedures allows diminishing the number of nonresponses and increasing the accuracy of the responses. A new sampling strategy is developed where the reports are scrambled using the procedure of Gupta and Thornton. The estimator of the mean as well as the errors are developed for the Rao-Hartley-Cochran and Ranked Sets Sampling designs. The proposals are compared with the original model based on the use of simple random sampling.
Introduction
Interviewers are interested in obtaining honest responses from respondents, but it is difficult when dealing with sensitive issues. Warner's (1965) work on randomized response (RR) models is seminal. It dealt with the estimation of a proportion of positive responses to a sensitive question in a population, and avoided declaring the real status of the respondent. RR models are recommended for both decreasing evasive answer bias and providing privacy protection to the respondents. It is expected that RR increases the response rate and reduce the response error. Gupta and Thornton (2002) proposed a RR procedure, known as the GuptaThornton (GT) RR procedure, which provides confidence to the respondents and possesses interesting properties. It uses two randomization steps. They developed the statistical model using simple random sampling (SRS). Hussain (2012) Gupta-Thornton RR Procedures Gupta and Thornton (2002) proposed a RR procedure based on a two-step randomization mechanism. In addition to the sensitive variable Y the surveyor determines a probability density function f(x). A non-sensitive variable X is generated according to f(x). As the sampler fixes f (x), E(X) = μX ∈ ℜy and  are known. The sampler also fixes a randomizer that generates independent Bernoulli distributed β with E(β) = T. In the first stage, the interviewer generates a value of X. In the second stage, they generate a value of β. When β = 1, they report the true value of Y; in other case the report is Z = X + Y. Therefore, the report is the random variable
Considering the design is SRSWR,
Therefore, the mean of Y is estimated unbiasedly by
Its variance is (see Gupta & Thornton, 2002; Gupta, Gupta, & Singh, 2002) ( )
This model was improved by Hussain (2012) . The new model is based on the selection of two responses from each respondent. Each response was used for computing an estimation. They are correlated but have equal variances. The new procedure, identified as Hussain-Gupta-Thornton (H-GT), is described below.
Revised Gupta and Thornton RR (H-GT)
Fix a randomization mechanism (RM) that generates independent Bernoulli variables β with probability T. Fix a mechanism that generates a random variable Y with density f(y). The respondent i is requested to use f(y) and generates two values of Y, Yij, j = 1, 2.
The respondent uses RM for selecting between:
(i) Report the true response on sensitive variable Y with probability T.
(ii) Report Zij = Yi + Yij with probability 1 -T, j = 1, 2. Now, each respondent's reports are modeled by
Consider the case E(βj) = T, j = 1, 2. Two estimators are used:
Both are unbiased. An estimator of the mean of the sensitive variable is obtained by giving weight to each of them. The proposal of Hussein (2012) was
It is readily obtained that both variances are equal to 
2) Its variance is ( )
This proposition establishes that H-GT does not increase the sampling error by using its scrambling variable in the randomization response procedure.
RSS Gupta-Thornton RR Procedures
As is well known, RSS consists in the selection of m independent samples of size 
,
Assume that there is an in expensive method for obtaining information for predicting Y for every sampled person ui. Rank the selected individual without interviewing them. For example, examining medical records of a selected person permits ranking the possible level of their consumption of drugs Y using a concomitant variable. Stokes (1977) considered the effect of the ranking errors due to the use of Y and determined it does not affect the main statistical properties of the RSS mean estimator.
The report of a sampled individual will be ( )
, 1 1, , ; 1, ,
Ytk is the result of generating a value of Y using f(y) by the respondent ranked t in the RSS sample t in the cycle k.
Then Proposition: If GT is used for obtaining responses from an RSS selected from a finite population using an auxiliary variable A correlated with Y, considering the 
The first term is Rao et al. (1962) proposed using a set of unequal probabilities for selecting a sample of size n. An auxiliary variable X is used for determining the set of selection probabilities. Their drawing procedure is the following:
RHC Sample Selection for Applying Gupta-Thornton RR Procedures

Drawing Procedure of Rao-Hartley-Cochran
Divide the population U = {1,…, N} into n disjoint sets Ui, i = 1, 2,…, n, of size Ni each. Select a unit ki from Ui with probability
Consider the Rao-Hartley-Cochran (RHC) model when using the GT procedure. Calculate the corresponding conditional expectation under each procedure and deal with the basic formulae to derive adequate estimators.
Substituting the scrambled variable in the usual RHC estimator, we have that the total, when the GT procedure is used, is given by:
The conditional expectation of this estimator is DEALING WITH ALTERNATIVES TO GUPTA AND THORNTON
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Conclusions
An alternative sample strategy was developed whereby using ranked set sampling (RSS) is a better alternative than simple random sampling with replacement in terms of the accuracy of the estimators. The Rao-Hartley-Cochrane (RHC) sampling design may also increase the accuracy. Under some conditions it is expected that RHC outperforms the gain in accuracy of RSS. This seems to be a consequence of the stratification provoked by the use of both procedures. RSS is to be preferred to RHC only if there is additional information that allows obtaining a non-random ranking of the sensitive variable.
